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A fantastic weekend made possible thanks to the wonderful couple Shubha Kumar and Akshaye Kumar of 
‘The India club.’ It was a musical night full of entertainment. In fact, Shubha always takes the lead whether it 
is organising India Australia Friendship fairs or thought provoking seminars or musical nights. The concert 
was aptly named ‘Bollywood Blast’ with over a hundred enjoyed the singing and dancing at the Beecroft 
community centre. 
Four good singers were commissioned for the show with a sprinkling of energetic dancers. Beginning with a 
quiet start, the evening warmed up to the music of just yesterday. Again, it was a new concept to have 
dancers while the singers rendered the popular numbers. India club has previously organised Bollywood 
concerts for people like us who just don’t want to let their memories go. 
This time, it was nineties to current and young singers matched it with their talents. To add spice to life, the 
audiences were not lacking and jumped to dance floors, giving encouragement to the singers. 
 
To keep the audience spell bound and entertained, Monalisa Grover and her troupe danced to ‘Kajrare’ and 
the crowd in hoards joined them. Then there was ‘Hawa hawai’ by Dr. Reena Mehta in her enchanting 
voice. Not to lag behind, Manjari Kulkarni brought the crowd back to dance floor by rendering another 
popular dance number. Dilip Bhave was rendering all dance numbers of yesterday and today wearing lungi 
and singing pungi, with the crowd starting to clap even before he came on to stage. The versatile, Vinod 
Rajput was at his best singing a mix of nineties and current songs like ‘yeh kaali kaali aankhein’ and 
Bazigar. He ended the show with another dance number ‘Om Shant Om’. Thereafter the audience enjoyed 
the dinner with sweets served by Maya da Dhaba. 
How can politicians be left behind. The encouragement came from none other than David Clarke who hailed 
the work done by Shubha and Akshaye. The India Club has grown from bigger to better and greater. Clarke 
wished them good luck in their next venture.		
			

	

 


